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Great Paths but were only able to comprehend its basics. Therefore, none of them 
could create a cultivation method of the Five Great Paths. 

The Path Sect was intrigued by the Five Great Paths’ cultivation method. With time, 
they would eventually become the most powerful sect in the universe if they acquired 
the Five Great Paths’ cultivation method. 

James began to ponder deeply. 

The Path Sect offered to give him anything in exchange for the cultivation method. 

However, he did not want anything. 

After mulling it over, James apologized. “I’m very sorry, but I don’t need anything at the 
moment.” 

Both Xzavier and Xbalanque were disappointed with his response. 

Although they knew obtaining such a profound cultivation method from James would be 
difficult, they still attempted to ask him. 

After James declined their offer, the two no longer insisted on bartering with him. They 
bid farewell and left. 

James leaped up onto the courtyard fence again. He looked at Xzavier and Xbalanque’s 
retreating figures and murmured, “Is the Five Great Paths’ cultivation method that 
strong? Even a Mystical Ancestral God humbled himself to obtain it from me.” 

As he used his mind to control the Time Ousia in his body, a powerful force surged 
through it. At that moment, James had control of time. 

Time around him quickly reversed. Xzavier and Xbalanque, who had walked some 
distance away, had their steps reversed. 

“The Power of Time is incredible.” 

James was awed. 

He used Time Power to speed up the passage of time and then fast-forwarded his two 
visitors into the distance again. 

Later, James experimented with the Power of Space. 



After familiarizing himself with Space Power, James could disappear into the 
surrounding space without a trace. 

Xzavier and Xbalanque, who had left previously, returned to the courtyard after sensing 
James manipulating time in the area. 

When they arrived outside the courtyard, they watched James brandishing the Power of 
Time and Space and gasped in amazement. 

Xbalanque said, “Amazing. This is how much he can do only knowing the basics of the 
Five Great Paths? With more practice, he could become an unrivaled powerhouse in 
the universe when he reaches the Ancestral God Rank with Ousias of the Five Great 
Paths. He’d be practically invincible” 

Xzavier said in response, “Indeed. It won’t take many years before he becomes one of 
the greatest powerhouses in our universe.” 

After watching him for a while, the two commented on James and left the courtyard. 

When they left, James emerged from the space he had hidden himself. He floated in 
mid-air and activated the Power of Life. With a simple flourish of his hand, a white light 
emerged. 

The white light shone on the ground, and some grass sprouts immediately poked out of 
the soil. 

Possessing Life Power allowed him to create new life. 

“Die.” 

James waved his hand again, and the grass withered instantly. 

Lastly, he tried out the Power of Reincarnation. 

Reincarnation Power was the most mystical out of the Five Great Paths. It combined life 
and death, allowing him to give life and take life. 

“Haha!” 

After testing the powers of the Five Great Paths, James chuckled in satisfaction. 

With such powers, no one could stand against him if he became a Grand Emperor or 
even an Ancestral God. 

James brimmed with confidence and felt undefeatable. 



“I’ll become a Macrocosm Ancestral God sooner or later.” 

James clenched his fists tightly, and he wore a resolute expression. 

“Wait for me, Winnie. After I become a Macrocosm Ancestral God, I’ll travel into the past 
to save you. No one can imprison my daughter, not even the Heavenly Path!” 
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Great Paths, he felt that there was nothing impressive about an Ancestral God. 

He firmly believed that he could easily defeat an Ancestral God with a little more 
practice. 

However, his cultivation rank remained relatively low, and he still had a long way to go. 
His next priority would be to raise his cultivation rank as soon as possible by practicing 
more. 

There was still time before the Sacred Blossom withered. James acted immediately and 
set up a Time Formation in the courtyard. 

Since he already cultivated a Time Ousia, he had an intricate understanding of the Time 
Path. His knowledge even surpassed Emperor Jabari. 

If even Emperor Jabari could set up a Time Formation, it would be a piece of cake for 
James. 

James flawlessly set up the formation in no time. 

The Time Formation was much more advanced than the one set up by Emperor Jabari 
in the past. Moreover, it was also better than the one within the Celestial Abode’s Time 
Chamber. 

Three months inside the Celestial Abode’s Time Chamber was equivalent to one day in 
the outside world. 

Meanwhile, one day in the outside world was one year within James’ Time Formation. 

James began to cultivate and study his Paths inside the formation. 

His Sword Path Ousia had gone through three Consolidations. Thus, he planned to 
focus on the other Paths. 



He had to absorb the power of heaven and earth, then strengthen his Ousias so they 
could go through another Consolidation. 

It would take a long time for ordinary people to cultivate a single Ousia. 

Not only would it require the power of heaven and earth to strengthen it, but one would 
also need a deep comprehension of Paths. These were the two prerequisites for one’s 
Ousia to go through Consolidation. 

James sat inside the Time Formation and began absorbing the Primordial Energy 
around him to enhance his Ousia’s power. At the same time, he was also focused on 
analyzing the Elemental Path. 

Time flowed on unnoticed by James. 

James’ comprehension of the Elemental Path grew deeper, and soon, his Elemental 
Ousia went through its second Consolidation. 

Next, he focused on the Yin and Yang Paths. 

Finally, he honed his Curse Path. 

All of James’ Ousias had gone through their second Consolidation except for the Dark 
Ousia. 

James wanted to enhance his Dark Ousia but found that the Illuminated World’s power 
could not be converted into Dark Power. Therefore, it was impossible for him to refine 
his Dark Ousia in the Illuminated World. 

He had no choice but to give up on that task for now. 

“My Sword Path Ousia has gone through three Consolidations, and aside from the Dark 
Ousia and the Five Great Paths, the others have gone through two.” 

James closed his eyes and checked how much time had passed. 

After a while, he learned that 100 years gone by in the outside world. 

He had practiced within the Time Formation for a long time. 

One day outside was one year in the formation. 

Spending ten days in it was akin to ten years outside. 

One year spent cultivating within it turned into 365 years. 



Ten years became 3,650 years. 

A century turned into 36,500 years. 

James had cultivated in the Time Formation for 36,500 years. 

He dispersed the Time Formation. 

After the Time Formation was dissolved, James saw a beautiful woman in the courtyard. 
She sat on a stone chair beside him, propping her head up pensively. 

It was Letitia. 

Seeing that James had dispersed the Time Formation, she snapped out of her thoughts 
and stood up. 

Letitia walked over to James and asked with a smile. “Are you already done cultivating, 
James?” 

“Yes.” James nodded lightly and looked at her, asking. “What did you learn from 
inspecting the Sacred Blossom this time?” 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3343-Letitia said, “The Sacred Bloom in full 
bloom is marvelous. I acquired so much knowledge, but I’ll take me a long time to fully 
digest the information.” 

“Alright.” James nodded. 

Letitia looked at James, and a bright smile formed on her pretty face. “Congratulations, 
James!” 

James smiled faintly in response. 

Letitia said, “I don’t know what you learned from the Sacred Blossom when it was in full 
bloom, but I know you’ve cultivated the Five Great Paths’ Ousias. The news of it has 
already spread, and you’re a huge sensation now. Everyone is saying that you’ll 
eventually become a top powerhouse of the universe with enough time.” 

“Alright, let’s not discuss this now. We’ve already wasted a lot of time and should 
continue our journey. Let’s head to the Sword Realm in the Human realm and listen to 
the Ancestral Sword Master’s lecture,” suggested James. 



“Sure.” Letitia nodded. 

The two got up and left together. 

After walking out of the courtyard, Xbalanque and Xzavier from the Path Sect came to 
send him off. 

“Are you leaving already, Mr. Caden?” Xzavier greeted him with a bright smile. 

James nodded and said, “We’ve spent much time here and have to rush to the Human 
Sword Realm for the Ancestral Sword Master’s lecture.” 

“Ah, if that’s the case then, I won’t delay you a second longer.” 

After he spoke, he took out a token and handed it to James. 

“What’s this for, Mr. Darius?” James did not accept it immediately. 

The Path Sect’s Leader, Xzavier answered, “It’s our sect’s token. You can visit us 
anytime if you have this token with you. The Sacred Blossom in our dimension has 
already withered, but there will be another in the other dimensions. You’re welcome to 
visit the Path Sect to inspect it whenever you want.” 

Xbalanque caressed his white beard and smiled knowingly. “I’m sure you’ll become a 
well-known powerhouse in the next Epoch.” 

“I appreciate your kind words.” 

James smiled and put away the token that Xzavier gave him. Waving his hands, James 
said, “There’s no need to send us off any further. Goodbye.” 

After speaking, he turned around and left. 

Letitia followed closely behind him. 

Xzavier and Xbalanque watched as the two departed. 

“James is a very outstanding cultivator. Although he has a low cultivation rank, his 
physical strength is amazing. I’m starting to suspect he is the reincarnation of a 
legendary powerhouse from the past.” postulated Xbalanque. 

Xzavier agreed. “Indeed. He produced the Five Great Paths’ Ousias despite only 
examining the Sacred Blossom for a short while. A genius like him must already 
possess more than one Ousia before coming here.” 



Xbalanque nodded and said, “Even if he only had one Ousia, he would have six after 
cultivating the Ousias of the Five Great Paths. I’m guessing he has about seven Ousias 
right now. A prodigy like him can only be found in Mount Heavenly Path.” 

“Let’s wait for some good news.” 

The two watched as James left, optimistic about his future. 

James left the Path Sect and returned to the city. 

He met up with Ximun in the inn. Then, the trio departed from the city together. 

The city gate bustled with traffic and people. 

The three arrived outside the city, and Letitia was about to summon the Saucer when 
suddenly, a powerful aura came from afar. 

Everyone at the city gate looked into the distance and saw a man approaching. 

The man wore a blue robe and looked about 30 years old. His hands were crossed 
behind him, and he slowly walked toward the city gate. Mysterious Path Power emerged 
beneath him as he stepped forward, giving him an oppressive aura. 

James immediately sensed murderous intent coming from the man. 

“Did he come for me?” 

James squinted his eyes, trying to identify the man. 
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slowly. The crowd outside the city could sense his intense murderous intent. 

“Woodson Dalick?” 

Outside the city, a number of people recognized the man. 

“Yeah, that’s him!” 

“Woodson is the most outstanding prodigy born in the Path Sect in the past 100,000 
years. It’s rumored that he has four Ousias, all of which had gone through the Third 
Consolidation.” 



“He also has a very stable foundation, and very few in the same cultivation rank as him 
are able to take him on. He’s also comparable to those Priests and Priestess from the 
Human Realm’s Orthodox factions.” 

The crowd discussed among themselves about Woodson. 

Woodson approached and appeared before James the next moment. 

James stared at the man and asked calmly. “Is something the matter?” 

Woodson stretched out one of his hands and made a beckoning gesture at James. 

“Fight me.” 

His voice was soft but firm. 

James replied lightly. “Why should I?” 

Beside him, Letitia said, “Don’t you understand, James? You obtained a super powerful 
cultivation method from the Sacred Blossom. This man is probably from the Path Sect. 
He heard how you obtained a spot to inspect the Sacred Blossom from participating in 
the Divine Rank’s Third Stage test. He’s trying to use you to make a name for himself.” 

James’ renown had already spread far and wide. 

The entire Katun Realm knew about him. 

It would not be long before the whole universe learned about his existence. 

James turned to Woodson and asked. “Is that true?” 

Woodson did not admit nor deny Letitia’s words. 

“Oh boy, this is going to be interesting!” 

“I heard it hasn’t even been 100,000 thousand years since Woodson joined the Path 
Sect, but he has already shown amazing potential. He has cultivated four Ousias and 
even mastered the Path Sect’s signature skill called the Infinite Path Art.” 

“James isn’t some Ordinary Joe either. It’s rumored that he acquired knowledge of the 
Five Great Paths from the Sacred Blossom and cultivated the Five Great Paths’ 
Ousias.” 

“Taking into account his previous Ousia, he would have at least six Ousias right now.” 



“Woodson approached him so quickly because James hasn’t had the chance to improve 
his Ousias’ strength yet. He wants to defeat James while he’s still weak. Otherwise, he 
won’t stand a chance when James grows stronger.” 

“True. If he can defeat James now, he’ll be able to flaunt his victory when James 
becomes a peerless powerhouse.” 

Many people expressed their opinions. 

Woodson remained silent, but the energy emitting from his body grew stronger. 

James smiled and said, “People would regard me as a bully if I fought you properly. 
How about I stand here and withstand your attacks? If you can hurt me even a little bit, 
it’ll be counted as your win.” 

James’ physical strength was at the Grand Emperor Rank’s Fifth Stage. 

It would be extremely unfair of him if he made a move against a cultivator at the Divine 
Rank’s Third Stage. 

Although Woodson had cultivated four Ousias, his strength was incomparable to a First 
Tribulation Quasi Emperor’s. To James, his strength was insignificant. 

James was merely stating the truth, but his words sounded like insults to Woodson. 

He was the most outstanding prodigy in the Path Sect and could not tolerate such 
slander. 

Woodson was enraged but did not attack. 

He looked at James and said, “I admit you’re very talented, James. I only came to 
challenge you because I heard your cultivation rank is similar to mine. If you’re afraid to 
accept my challenge, just say so. No pressure.” 

“Fine.” James smiled. 

Since Woodson wanted to fight, James thought it was a good way to pass the time. 

“Since it’s a challenge, it would be boring if there’s no stakes involved.” James looked at 
Woodson with a smile. 

After a brief thought, Woodson replied. “If you lose, you’ll become my follower. Likewise 
if I lose, I’ll be your follower.” 

“Sure.” James agreed without hesitation. 
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the city.” 

Woodson flew toward the mountain range in the distance and appeared on its peak in a 
flash. 

James followed him without hesitation and stopped on another mountain. 

The two stood on opposite mountains and locked eyes. 

James crossed his hands behind his back and calmly looked at Woodson. It was 
evident he did not expect much from his opponent. 

Meanwhile, Woodson gave him an intense glare. 

James took part in the Third Stage Divine Rank test and won a spot to inspect the 
Sacred Blossom. For him to stand out against more than a billion geniuses meant that 
he was indeed an outstanding cultivator. 

Even so, Woodson was not afraid. He had full confidence in his strength. 

He was only worried about the Five Great Paths’ Ousias that James had recently 
acquired. 

The Five Great Paths were extraordinary, and he was unsure if he could withstand their 
power. 

Woodson said, “I’d like to set a few rules in this battle, James.” 

James gestured for him to continue. “Go on, I’m listening.” 

Woodson stated. “You’re not allowed to use the Five Great Paths’ Ousias, nor can you 
use the Five Great Path’s Power.” 

A crowd had gathered around them to watch the fight. 

Hearing his statement, many of them burst out laughing. 

“Woodson’s a strange one for sure. He wants to defeat James to make a name for 
himself but is afraid of the might of the Five Great Paths.” 

“He’s clearly trying to take advantage of James.” 



“Yeah. James already cultivated the Five Great Paths’ Ousias, and it’s one of his 
techniques for combat. Why isn’t he allowed to use them? If he’s not allowed to use his 
techniques, then wouldn’t this battle be unfair?” 

Hearing everyone’s disdainful comments, Woodson’s face burned with embarrassment. 

However, he could not care less since he had already stated his terms. 

Woodson asked. “Do you accept this condition?” 

“Sure, why not?” 

James smirked. “I’m not after a one-sided battle anyway. I’m fine with whatever rules 
you want. Would you like any other rules? Go ahead and tell me all your terms in one 
go.” 

Woodson replied. “I have one more condition. You can’t use the Ancestral Sword 
Master’s weapon, the Crepe Myrtle Divine Sword, either.” 

“Okay.” James agreed and asked. “Is there anything else?” 

“No,” said Woodson. 

“If there’s nothing else, then may the best man win.” 

James smiled brightly. 

On the other hand, Woodson had a solemn look. The battle was very crucial to him. His 
intention was just as the bystanders suggested. 

James had displayed great potential. With time, he would certainly become one of the 
greatest with the Five Great Paths’ Ousias in his possession. 

Woodson wanted to defeat James before he could grow stronger. He aimed to take 
advantage of James’ current fame to boost his reputation. 

James was still relatively unknown at the moment. Once he became a famous figure, 
his past would be unearthed to all. Then, the world would learn of how he had won 
against James on this day. 

Woodson unleashed his full strength, and concentrated energy erupted from him. 

He had four Ousias, each representing a different Path and Power. 

The four different forces merged and formed a spectacular force, which caused his 
sleeves to flutter wildly. 



James remained calm. He casually waved his hand, and a branch flew into his hand 
from a distance. 

He grabbed the branch and pointed it at Woodson on the opposite mountain. 

“Come at me.” 

James’ voice resounded throughout the area. 

Woodson said, “Since I’ve set some conditions, this battle is highly unfavorable to you, 
so I’ll let you make the first ten moves.” 

“Haha.” James chuckled lightly. 

‘He wants to let me have ten moves? The battle would end before he even has a 
chance to make his first move,’ thought James. 
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ten moves?” 

James looked at Woodson with a cocky grin. 

Woodson replied earnestly. “I’ve made a few unreasonable demands and stacked the 
odds against you. I don’t want people to spread rumors about how I won unfairly, so I’ll 
let you have the first ten moves.” 

Woodson was incredibly confident in his strength. 

He was sure he could win if James did not use the Five Great Paths and Crepe Myrtle 
Divine Sword. 

James continued to smile at his opponent’s declaration. 

He gripped the branch and stared at Woodson on the opposite mountain. 

“Since you insist, I’ll take the opportunity then.” 

James then suddenly disappeared. 

The next moment, he appeared in front of Woodson. 



His movements were lightning-fast, and no one in the same cultivation rank could even 
see his trajectory. Only a few stronger people were able to perceive him. 

James appeared before Woodson with his wooden branch pressed against Woodson’s 
forehead. 

Woodson could not even react in time. 

A few seconds later, beads of sweat formed on his opponent’s forehead. 

He saw James about to spring into action. 

Then, James rushed toward him, and Sword Path Power emerged from the branch. 

The power surrounded Woodson and blocked off his escape routes. 

Even if James had not sealed off Woodson’s surroundings, Woodson would still be 
unable to counter him in time. When James attacked, Woodson saw countless exquisite 
sword moves emerging from James’ branch. 

The sword moves merged into one and thrummed with potent force. 

Many strong cultivators watched from a distance. 

“That’s…” 

“It’s the Ancestral Sword Master’s swordsmanship!” 

“James seems to have mastered the Ancestral Sword Master’s swordsmanship.” 

“Yeah. Despite his low cultivation rank, his sword moves are amazing. He must be 
skilled in swordsmanship to display such exquisite technique.” 

“His sword skills are astonishing!” 

“It’s been a long time since I’ve seen such an impressive display of the Ancestral Sword 
Master’s First Stage swordsmanship.” 

“The swordsmanship he brandished was one of a peerless swordsman.” 

The battlefield was abuzz with amazed murmurs. 

James defeated Woodson effortlessly with his swordsmanship. 

He used the Ancestral Sword Master’s First Stage swordsmanship. Although it was the 
basics of that technique, it was also a crucial part of its foundation. 



Despite it being considered a low-level technique of the Ancestral Sword Master’s first 
swordsmanship, it was very profound. The more moves incorporated into it, the stronger 
the attack became. The seemingly ordinary move could unleash colossal power enough 
to destroy heaven and earth. 

It was a highly complex move that was simplified. Those that witnessed James’ 
demonstration of it were shocked. 

Some Sword Cultivators at the Emperor Rank were impressed by James. 

James pulled back the branch and casually threw it on the ground. 

Only then did Woodson snap back to the present. He frantically took a few steps 
backward and wiped the sweat off his forehead. 

“I lost…I lost…” 

Woodson was in disbelief. 

He thought James was merely a prodigy with great potential. Initially, he was confident 
he could defeat James. 

Woodson never expected to lose. 

Moreover, it was an absolute loss. 
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Woodson said disappointedly, “I’m a man of my word. From today onward, I’ll become 
your follower.” 

James smiled faintly. He turned around and walked away, saying, “I don’t need you to 
be my follower.” 

After replying to him, James disappeared from sight. 

Many powerhouses in the distance had witnessed the fight, including Xzavier and some 
Path Sect Elders. 

“He’s terrifying.” 



Marveled, Xzavier praised him. “Even at a low cultivation rank, he displayed such 
outstanding swordsmanship. His comprehension of the First Swordsmanship is 
remarkable. Other Sword Cultivators at the Grand Emperor Rank are unlikely to wield 
this technique better than him.” 

A Path Sect Elder, who was also a Sword Cultivator, agreed with Xzavier. “Indeed. He 
integrated many types of Sword Moves into his technique. Only a disciple of the 
Ancestral Sword Master could learn so many intricate Sword Moves.” 

Another elder chimed in, saying, “It’s one thing to be able to learn the Sword Moves, but 
he even combined them together. That’s what makes him exceptional.” 

“Given enough time, he’ll definitely achieve great things in the future.” 

The Sect Path’s Elders spoke highly of James. 

The cultivators that watched the battle also praised James, calling him the greatest 
prodigy of their age. Despite having a low cultivation rank, they all believed he would 
soon become a powerhouse. 

Woodson stood atop the mountain. 

Gone was his previous bravado. His confidence had suffered a tremendous blow after 
his defeat. 

He came to challenge James and even set up unfair odds against him. Yet, he still lost 
in a single move. Faced with James’ swordsmanship, he had no room to even counter 
the attack. 

Woodson recognized that the disparity between him and James was worlds apart. He 
would never be able to catch up with James even if he dedicated his entire life to it. 

He left the battlefield crestfallen. 

Meanwhile, James had already boarded the Saucer and was on the way to the Human 
Realm. 

“You’re so strong, James.” 

On the Saucer, Letitia looked at James with admiration. “You’re opponent was a prodigy 
of the Path Sect. He was regarded as the Path Sect’s most outstanding disciple in the 
last 100,000 years. Yet, he couldn’t even withstand one move from you. As expected 
from the Ancestral Sword Master’s disciple! Your swordsmanship is top-tier. Although 
I’m also a Sword Cultivator, my First Swordsmanship is nothing when compared to 
yours.” 



Standing aside, Ximun said bitterly, “What’s so impressive about him? He simply had an 
outstanding teacher. If I had the Ancestral Sword Master as my teacher, I’d also be as 
good as him.” 

Letitia immediately retorted. “Shut up and go away. Stay out of my sight. The sight of 
you annoys me.” 

James lightly waved his hand and said, “That’s enough. Stop bickering with each other.” 

Letitia’s face immediately lit up with a smile. Then, she said, “Since your First 
Swordsmanship is already so powerful, that must mean you’ve also mastered the other 
Four Stages of the Ancestral Sword Master’s Swordsmanship, right? That makes you 
the most powerful Grand Emperor in history once you reach the Grand Emperor Rank!” 

James smiled but did not say anything in response. 

Letitia continued to speak incessantly. 

She even ask James to recommend her as a student to the Ancestral Sword Master. 

At that moment, James wore a troubled expression. 

He had never seen the Ancestral Sword Master himself, yet the Ancestral Sword 
Master’s reputation followed him wherever he went. 

How would he face the Ancestral Sword Master when he arrived at the Mount Sword 
God? 

Would he have the answers to the Ancestral Sword Master’s questions? 

James was anxious. 

“I’m a little tired and want to rest for a bit. Let me know when we’ve reached the Human 
Realm.” 

After uttering a few words, James got up and left to another room in the Saucer. 

He walked into the room and lay down on the bed. He placed his hands under his head 
and stared at the ceiling in a daze. 

He was no longer in the Apocalypse Age. 

In the Apocalypse Age, he was considered a powerhouse and could protect himself 
well. 

However, there were many people like him in the Primeval Age. 



He could be killed if he was not careful. 

His goal was to survive and amass strength as quickly as possible. 

Now that he made a name for himself, countless challenges and troublesome situations 
awaited him in the future. 

“Wait for me, Thea. It won’t be long before I come to find you. We’ll leave the Primeval 
Age together and return to the age we came from.” 
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Saucer. 

It would take a while before Letitia’s Saucer reached the Human Realm. 

James wanted to use his free time efficiently. He set up a Time Formation in the room 
and began to study the Five Great Paths he had just learned. 

The Five Great Paths were the most mysterious of all the Paths in the universe. 

They were profound and complex, making them hard to grasp. Even Great Emperors 
and Ancestral Gods barely understood these Paths. 

James began to study the Time Path again. 

He closed his eyes, and the image of the Sacred Blossom appeared in his mind. The 
petal representing the Time Path manifested, and the mysterious inscriptions he saw on 
the petals also formed in his mind. 

The inscriptions were complicated, and James only managed to glean very little from it. 

James tried to study them one by one. 

At the same time, he absorbed power from the outside world to enhance his Time 
Ousia. 

Time flowed quickly, and a hundred years passed in the blink of an eye. 

100 years in the outside world was more than 35,000 years inside the Time Formation. 
During this period, James’ Time Ousia was close to the Consolidation Stage. 

However, his comprehension was not enough to prevail through Consolidation. 



James marveled at how complex the Time Path was and felt it was indeed worthy of 
being one of the Five Great Paths. 

If he spent this time improving his Sword Path, he would have already entered the 
Quasi Emperor Rank by now. 

Although he had not reached the second Consolidation, he stood on the cusp of it. 

James reached a roadblock and could not reach the Consolidation Stage no matter how 
much more he tried to understand the Time Path. He needed an opportunity for a 
breakthrough. 

As long as he had a breakthrough, his Time Path would go through the second 
Consolidation. 

James stopped cultivating and dispersed the Time Formation. 

Then, he stayed in his room and fell into thought. 

Knock, knock, knock. 

James heard a knock on the door, interrupting his thoughts. He immediately snapped 
back to reality and walked over to open the door. 

Standing at the door was a beautiful woman in a white dress. As if she were a goddess, 
she radiated an ethereal elegance. 

“James, we’re reaching the Human Realm soon,” Letitia said with a smile. 

“Alright.” James nodded and walked out of the room. Then, he headed to the Saucer’s 
main hall. 

In the main hall, Ximun leaned against a chair with a troubled look. Seeing James 
approaching, he immediately sat up straight and greeted him. “James.” 

Ximun could tell that Letitia liked James, and he considered James his romantic rival. 

However, James was a direct disciple of the Ancestral Sword Master and even wielded 
the Ancestral Sword Master’s weapon. Moreover, James even comprehended the Five 
Great Paths from the Sacred Blossom. 

Therefore, he still showed respect to James. 

James walked over, nodded slightly, and sat down beside him. 

Letitia also took a seat beside them. 



James said, “If I’m not wrong, there are still about 200 years before the Ancestral Sword 
Master’s lecture, right?” 

Letitia replied. “Correct. We leaped a 100 years in time and stayed in the Katun Realm 
for another hundred years. A further hundred years have passed, so there should be 
only two hundred years before his lecture.” 

After a brief thought, James said, “When we reach the Human Realm, you two can head 
to the Mount Sword God without me.” 

Surprised, Letitia asked. “Huh? Aren’t you coming with us?” 

James shook his head slightly and said, “No, I have other things to do. After I’m done, 
I’ll head to the Sword Realm’s Mount Sword God and reunite with you two.” 

Letitia was disappointed. She wanted to follow James into Mount Sword God, hoping 
James could recommend her as a disciple to the Ancestral Sword Master. 
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While sitting down, James fell into thought. 

He came to the Primeval Age to find Thea. 

In this age, Thea’s main body was known as Bria Callahan. Thus, James wanted to 
head to the Dunnetsk in the Human Realm to look for the Callahans and hopefully find 
her ther. 

Although she would not recognize him, he would feel more at ease after seeing her. 

The Saucer kept moving toward their destination. 

About three days later, the Saucer stopped moving outside a colossal planet. 

The three alighted the Saucer together and floated in space. 

Letitia pointed at the planet ahead of them and said, “That’s the Human Realm, the 
most powerful planet in this universe. The Human Realm is also divided into several 
planes of existence, more commonly known as the Three Dimensions.” 

James already knew these facts. 



More advanced planets had Three Dimensions—the Mortal Dimension, Sage 
Dimension, and Divine Dimension. 

Seven advanced planets existed in the Primeval Age and were known as the Seven 
Realms. 

During the Apocalyse Age, only six of them remained. One of the Seven Realms was 
rumored to have been destroyed by the Ancestral Sword Master. 

Letitia continued. “The Human Realm has countless powerhouses. Even the 
Macrocosm Ancestral God’s Orthodox Faction, Mount Heaven Path, is situated on Earth 
in the Human Realm.” 

James responded. “You two can head to Mount Sword God first.” 

Letitia asked. “When will you arrive at Mount Sword God?” 

James shook his head lightly and said, “I’m not sure either, but I’ll definitely be there 
before the Ancestral Sword Master’s lecture.” 

Relieved, Letitia replied. “Then, I’ll depart first.” 

After speaking, Letitia traversed through space and approached Earth ahead of them 
without paying any attention to Ximun. 

“See you soon, James!” 

Ximun quickly bid farewell to James, and followed after Letitia as he shouted, “Wait for 
me!!!” 

James floated in space and looked at the Earth before him. 

Although it was Earth, none of the people he knew existed in this age. 

After staring absently for a while, James stepped forward and approached the planet. 
With just a few steps, he entered the Human Realm’s Divine Dimension. 

The power of heaven and earth in the Human Realm was several times greater than in 
other realms. 

The space between heaven and earth inside the Human Realm was also very stable. 

After James entered a random city, he bought a detailed map of the Human Realm’s 
Divine Dimension. 



Then, he headed to a desolate area and reviewed the map. After careful observation, 
James had a better understanding of the Human Realm’s Divine Dimension. 

The Callahans were located in Dunnetsk. 

Dunnetsk was a prosperous region within the Divine Dimension, where many powerful 
sects and families were based. 

Amongst them, the Callahans were the most influential. 

The Callahans’ Grand Patriarch was a Terra Ancestral God. 

In the Human Realm’s Divine Dimension, a Terra Ancestral God was considered a 
powerhouse. However, they were not regarded as top powerhouses. Thus, the 
Callahans were only a mediocre family in the past. 

It was not until the recent generation that the Callahans’ strength skyrocketed. 

The Callahans had eight daughters. 

All of them were prodigies and each were incredibly powerful. 

The strongest among them was the youngest daughter—Brianna Callahan. 

To outsiders, she was known as Bria. 

She outperformed every other prodigy of her generation and became the best in the 
universe. 

In just one Epoch, she became a Caelum Ancestral God and one of the universe’s top 
ten powerhouses. 

Although an Epoch was 4,900,000,000 years and seemed like a very long time, it was 
but a moment to legendary powerhouses. It was a commendable achievement for one 
to become a Caelum Ancestral God in just one Epoch. 

According to the data James had, five Epochs had passed since Bria had become a 
Caelum Ancestral God. 
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In this age, no one dared to call themselves a prodigy. 

After learning about Thea’s main body and her achievements, James felt very proud 
that his wife held such strength. 

However, he was slightly anxious. Bria was a very talented cultivator, and it had already 
been six Epochs since she was born. He was worried that she would have already 
found a partner by now. 

It would be troublesome if that were the case. 

James wondered what he would do if Thea had a partner and was married, or if she 
already had someone she fancied. 

“Huff.” 

James took a deep breath and put away his complicated thoughts. 

He casually waved his hand, and a crack formed in the space before him. 

James walked into the crack and disappeared from the area. 

The next moment, he arrived in Dunnetsk. 

The space of the Primeval Age was very robust, and even more so in a major realm like 
the Human Realm. 

This made it difficult for even a Ninth Heaven Grand Emperor to open a spatial 
passage. 

However, James was a special case. 

He had mastered the Space Path and had a Space Ousia. Therefore, it was easy for 
him to create passages in the space. 

Dunnetsk was a very prosperous region within the Human Realm. Countless sects and 
families populated this area. 

James’ purpose for visiting Dunnetsk was to find the Callahans. 

He quickly headed to a city close to the Callahans’ base. 

The city was called Callahan City and was named in honor of the Callahans. 

Callahan City was very lively. 



Although it was named after the Callahans, many other families and sects lived within 
the city. 

James walked on the broad streets and observed the different kinds of people walking 
past him. He thought about how to visit the Callahans and see Bria. 

He walked aimlessly on the streets and eventually entered a tavern. 

James knew that a tavern was the best place to inquire about information. 

The tavern had a large hall. James walked inside and glanced around. After finding an 
empty seat, he made himself comfortable. Then, he paid a few Holy Stones for a pitcher 
of wine and began to drink leisurely. 

There were many customers inside the tavern. 

Many sat in groups, drinking and chatting about the major events happening all over the 
universe. 

Since they were in Callahan City, the Callahans’ affairs were naturally the most popular 
topic. Bria was mentioned in almost every conversation. 

“Have you heard, the Callahans’ eldest daughter has left seclusion?” 

“Is that so? When did she leave? It’s been a while since the eight Callahan daughters 
have shown themselves in public.” 

“Yeah. According to the news from some of the Callahans, it seems the eldest daughter 
is set to fight against someone.” 

“That’s big news! The Callahans’ eldest daughter is very strong and talented. It’s only 
been six Epochs since her birth, but she’s already an Ancestral God. Although she’s 
only at the Mystical Ancestral God rank, she’s still very powerful.” 

“I heard her opponent is Ancestral God Lowther.” 

“Benji Lowther was born in the same generation as the Callahans’ daughters. However, 
he is much inferior when compared to them.” 

“Yeah.” 

… 

Many people gossiped about the Callahans inside the tavern. 

After listening to their conversations for a while, James learned one thing. 



A powerhouse named Benji wanted to challenge the Callahans’ eldest daughter. 

The fight would be held in three days on a deserted planet outside the Human Realm, 
where no creatures lived. 

Although the battle was supposed to be held in private, it was impossible for secrets to 
stay hidden. 

Despite being a secret fight, news of it still spread like wildfire. Some powerhouses had 
already left for the venue in advance to wait for the fight. 
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